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Abstract

A collaboration between DESY, PSI and CERN has been established to develop and build an advanced modular X-band transverse deflection structure (TDS) system with the new feature of providing variable polarization of the deflecting force. This innovative CERN design requires very high manufacturing precision to guarantee highest azimuthal symmetry of the structure to avoid the deterioration of the polarization of the streaking field. Therefore, the high-precision tuning-free production process developed at PSI for the C-band and X-band accelerating structures will be used for the manufacturing. We summarize in this paper the status of the production of the prototype and the waveguide networks foreseen in the different facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Electron beam diagnostic based on a transverse deflection structure (TDS) placed downstream of the undulators (post-undulator TDS) in conjunction with an electron beam energy spectrometer can indirectly measure the pulse length of these ultra-short photon beam analyzing the induced energy spread on the electron bunch due to the FEL process [1]. Furthermore, complete characterization of the electron beam 6D phase space by means of measurements of the bunch length, energy and of the transverse slice emittances (vertical and horizontal) are also important tasks for commissioning and optimization of the FEL process [2–5]. More complete characterizations of bunch properties, such as the reconstruction of the 3D charge density distribution [6], will be important diagnostic tools for the new acceleration techniques based on plasma and/or dielectric wakefield generation. Several experiments at DESY (FLASH2, FLASHForward, SIN-BAD) and PSI (ATHOS at SwissFEL) are interested in the utilization of such a high gradient X-band TDS systems for high resolution longitudinal diagnostics. In this context, a collaboration between DESY, PSI and CERN has been established to develop and build an advanced modular X-Band TDS system with the new feature of providing variable polarization of the deflecting force [7]. In this paper we summarize the status of the collaboration focusing on the integration of the X-band TDS in the different facilities.

THE POLARIX-TDS PROTOTYPE

The prototype of the novel X-band TDS [8], the Polarizable X-band (PolariX) TDS, is under production at PSI following the high-precision tuning-free production process developed for the C-band Linac of the SwissFEL project [9] and already used for the fabrication of the tuning-free X-band structure prototypes for CLIC [10]. Bead-pull rf measurements will also be performed at PSI in September 2018 in order to verify that the polarization of the dipole fields does not have any rotation along the structure. Figure 1 shows the detail of the input and out-put couplers (left), the whole TDS prototype (middle) and the basic disk geometry (right). The main RF parameters of the TDS and rf pulse compressor are summarized in Table 1.

TDS LAYOUTS AND RF NETWORKS

In this section we will briefly introduce the integration of the PolariX TDS including the concept for the rf wave-guide networks in the different facilities.

ATHOS beamline at SwissFEL

The SwissFEL project at PSI consists of an accelerator complex and two undulator beam lines: Aramis [11] and Athos [12] for hard and soft X-rays, respectively. The latter is designed to operate in advance modes of operation different to standard SASE operation and will produce FEL radiation

Figure 1: Left: detail of the input/output coupler. Middle: whole TDS prototype. Right: basic disk.
with pulse durations ranging from a few to several tens of femtoseconds. Figure 2 shows the layout of the Athos post-undulator diagnostic section where a long PolariX TDS will be installed in mid-2019. Figure 3 shows a conceptual sketch of the PolariX TDS rf power distribution system including a Barrel Open Cavity (BOC) pulse compressor that is actually also under development at PSI.

FLASHForward and FLASH2

The FLASH facility [13] at DESY operates two SASE beamlines in parallel: FLASH1 and FLASH2. The electron pulses of FLASH come in trains of several hundred pulses with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The pulses of a train are shared between the two beamlines providing FEL radiation for two experiments at the same time - with the full repetition rate of 10 Hz. Moreover a third beamline for plasma acceleration experiments FLASHforward is currently undergoing commissioning. The FLASH2 and FLASHForward beamlines are located in the same tunnel (see Fig. 4). Both beamlines require fs-level longitudinal diagnostics to establish fs scale photon pulses [14] and to characterise beams driving or being driven by a plasma wakefield [15], respectively.

The beamlines share a common design of the rf station constituted by a 6 MW Toshiba E37113A klystron and an Ampgon Type-μ M-class modulator. The klystron will be installed inside the tunnel, whereas the modulator rack will be located in an external adjacent corridor. This beamline will be installed in two stages. For the PolariX TDS prototype commissioning only the ele-
ments shown in Fig. 5 will be available and the maximum deflecting voltage in the TDS will be about 14MV. In the second stage of the installation an rf pulse compressor will be installed allowing for an increase in peak power by a factor of 4.

Figure 6 shows the integration of the PolariX TDS with the waveguides, vacuum pumps and mechanical support. The latter will allow for precise remote adjustment of the position of the structure.

Figure 4: Final layout of the X-band RF station shared between the FLASHForward and FLASHh2 beamlines. An RF switch is incorporated in the design in order to send power exclusively to one of the two beamlines at a time.

Figure 5: Setup of the RF station for the commissioning of the PolariX prototype in the FLASHForward beamline.

Figure 6: Integration of the PolariX TDS in the beamline. The support will allow for precise remote adjustment of the cavity position.

SINBAD

Two short PolariX TDSs are also planned to be installed in the SINBAD facility at DESY. The ARES accelerator at SINBAD requires indeed sub-fs longitudinal resolution for the characterization of ultra-short electron bunches for testing novel acceleration methods [6, 16–18]. At SINBAD two independent PolariX TDSs fed by independent rf stations will be installed. The two TDSs can be operated in series (as foreseen in their commissioning phase) or installed at two different locations of the beam-line. A similar rf station design (with 6MW klystron and pulse compressor) to that at FLASH is foreseen to be implemented. Figure 7 shows a sketch of the RF stations and TDS positions in the SINBAD tunnel for the commissioning of the two cavities.

Figure 7: Sketch of the PolariX TDSs and relative rf stations at SINBAD-ARES.

CONCLUSION

A collaboration between DESY, PSI and CERN has been established to develop and build an advanced modular X-band TDS system. A prototype of this novel TDS, the PolariXable X-band (PolariX) TDS, is actually under production at PSI and the beam-pull rf measurements are also foreseen for September 2018. In this paper, we have summarized the status of the collaboration focusing on the integration of the X-band TDS in the different facilities.
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